TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
stuffed and presented to the Ornithologists' Club, that would have
been news with a point worth recording, having the authentic
miracle flavour of the small and weak incredibly victorious in
collision with the huge and the strong; otherwise, where would
lie the point for the reader in hearing that a race-horse, pursuing
its normal life, had inadvertently killed a swallow who had had
the bad luck to be flying in its path ? "That isn't news" one would
argue, "that's dog-bites-man, not man-bites-dog." But it was
patiently explained to me that the race-horse was the favourite
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and therein lay the point. I'm afraid I still could not quite see the
slightly macabre point in having the swallow stuffed. And turning
up Matthew x. 29,1 realized once more that the reassurances in the
Gospels should not always be taken too literally.
My Ishmael period when I paced the Rope-Walk among the
cats because I had no bedroom curtains, lasted just under three
weeks. Eventually, we were sitting round Corderoy's table at
an informal house-warming lunch when: " A man has come with
some curtains, and he says shall he hang them now or would you
rather he went and came back again ?" As though any man who
came to do a domestic job nowadays were ever likely to come
bad: again! Certainly no guest was welcomed with food and
drink and love and whoopee and clarion, as I welcomed that
curtain man.
Then, and then only, I sent for my Hiraz rug. It was shaken
out so that the light caught the breathless burnished folds of the
unpatterned part round the intricate stained-glass design of the
centre. It was this flaming chestnut background which, more
even than the rest, made me think of my rug as perfection.
Reverently it was kid on the floor. I gazed at it and thought it
too wonderful to be true that I should be living all my rature
days with anything as flawless; that I might gaze and gaze, and
look away again and perhaps go out or go into the sitting-room
where there were visitors and then return, and it would still be
there, not a treasure in i museum, but my rug, in use all the
time, my rug in my own home, the most glorious rug in the whole
world.
I gazed and gazed and looked away and read a few pages and
then I looked again, and our marmalade cat was being sick on the
flamy chestnut part where it was plain and perfect.
I did not behave well;  I did not behave particularly badly.

